1954 jubilee ford tractor

The NAA designation was a reference to the first three digits of the serial number style used
starting with this tractor. Below the NAA's new hood was a cu. Ford's British Fordson tractors
were readily available with diesel engines, but in the States, diesels were still uncommon. The
NAA is also slightly larger than its predecessors: four inches longer, four inches higher and
pounds heavier at 2, pounds. For , The NAA was carried over, sans the Golden Jubilee badging
which is popular with collectors today , with only a gear ratio change. In late , Ford introduced
its three-digit number series tractors, which further improved upon the NAA. The was a
row-crop tractor that could be ordered with either a tricycle or wide front end. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The Sandusky Register. Retrieved 4 January Old Ford
tractors. Archived from the original on 20 December Retrieved 3 January The Vintage Ford
Tractor Resource. Archived from the original on 23 August The San Bernardino County Sun.
Categories : Ford tractors Tractors. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Ford N-Series tractor.
Ford produced the "Golden Jubilee" to celebrate its 50th anniversary. This tractor was only
released in and , succeeding the Ford 8N, and only , models were built. Made in the Highland
Park, Michigan, factory, this tractor had a special badge on its nose that commemorated the
anniversary. It was followed by the Ford model. The Jubilee sports a 2. Its 3. This motor is
naturally aspirated and uses a liquid cooling system. The transmission has four forward gears
and one reverse gear. With a wheelbase of Its operating weight is 2, lbs. In the front, this tractor
uses 5. In the rear, it uses tires. The fuel tank for the Jubilee holds 11 gallons of gasoline. The
hydraulic system holds two gallons, the cooling system holds 15 quarts and the oil tank holds
five quarts. The tested power for the drawbar of this tractor is In Amanda Gronot began her
professional career as a writer for a research company. She helped ghostwrite a book for a
prominent CEO and has had essays and translations published in the prestigious classics
journal "Helicon. Capacities and Power The fuel tank for the Jubilee holds 11 gallons of
gasoline. References TractorData. How many of you were around in ? Meticulously restored
examples have sold for more than twice the high-end amount of that range. What were you
doing in ? Have you seen a Golden Jubilee tractor before? An absolutely awesome tractor. I
learned to drive on one, I believe I was 5 or 6 years old. It was my job to pull the ensilage
wagons up the ensilage pile, and the my Dad used his tractor to pull the load off. When the pile
got too high, Dad would have to tow me up, then pull around to the back of the wagon to unload
it. Yes, Had one that I got as a hand-me-down from another. Looked just like this on. I remember
the golden jubilee emblem. That thing would always start and work. Those old fords never quit.
The Viner machines had a mopar slant 6 that also was bullet proof. Always remember a
mechanic dude had to come fix the Viner one time and we talked while he fixed it and mentioned
that these slant 6 s had like 1, hours run time on them!!! And also said the engines in the ford
tractors also held up as well. That is so cool to remember that. Love barn finds to help me
remember that with these postings. Spent many happy hours on these little Ford tractors. The
are a lot of them still out there earning their keep today. We had a ford or in gray and red. Never
sure which model? Also had an all red one that looked the same. These are what my mind sees
when I think of farm tractors. I was raised on a ranch but I moved to the more urban lifestyle.
However I have no qualms about taking a little bit of the country to the city with me. This tractor
could fit the billâ€¦. My brother has a tractor just like this, I think, only with a front end loader.
This, to me always looked like an 8N on steroids. Grew up on a farm and neighbor had Fords.
Used to hire out in the summer to do hay work and had a chance to use them when I worked
their place. Found it different mounting the tractor from in front of the seat instead of from the
back. In fact I have a brother that has restored an 8N to use in parades and runs, after having
done a JD A. He likes it. I had a golden jubilee in with original tires and 80 hours on it! I worked
for a dealer who would say he owned every 8n in the state of Ohio twice. I may have painted a
hundred of them. If yours has pin stripes along the hood crease I may have painted it. They had
a wide array of old implement and old tractors including this one. It had a bad hydraulic pump.
They replaced the pump, media blasted the whole thing, checked out the engine, installed all
new tires front and rear, repainted it professionally to the original colors, installed a new
battery, and changed all the fluids. It looks and runs like it was brand new! Does a great job.
Solution has a very low freezing point. I worked in a rural area garage while in high school.
Always hated tractor tire work when calcium chloride used. Really cold when temps were in
negative digits! But now I do. Thanks again! We have one 8N locally that has a Flathead 60 for
power. Jubilees were made in 53 and 54, they then went to the series. I have a 53, also my born
on date! My Uncle bought mine in 59 and I still use it today. Anymore, I just use it for hay raking,
manure spreading type chores. Awesome tractor even just going to the mailbox with it! I used

an Anniversary model Ford for 11 years and never had any major issues with it the most
dependable piece of equipment I ever worked with it was an 8n. This is one of my favorite
tractors. My Grandpa had one when I was a kid. Thanks for the post. I had a Golden Jubilee in
which was in good condition. Still kicking myself. Wish I had a Jubilee. I settled for a 8N.
Husband has been working on it to add power steering and will add the front loader that I got. I
have lots of working waiting for it. He is adding parts now so it should be good. Parts are a little
hard to find though. Having the loader mounted did take away from the maneuverability in tight
places, bucket sticks out there pretty far. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments
Al. Terry J. Howard A Member. I smile every time I see one which is pretty often because my
buddy has one. Hal Norling. Leman H. Rick Mahan. Extremely practical and practically
bulletproof machines. No live power really bites on the clutch. Longroof Survivor: Pontiac
Executive Safari. No Reserve: Chevrolet Corvette. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Note:
Please review all product information to ensure that this product is compatible with your unit. A
Message to the Customer: We constantly strive to provide clear and concise product
information. We understand that sometimes it can be difficult to confirm product compatibility.
It is your responsibility to confirm this is the correct product you need; therefore, we encourage
all customers to fully review the information provided in this listing prior to purchase. If you are
unsure as to whether or not this is the correct product for your unit, please ask. Skip to main
content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 5. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. The ROP Shop. Sold
by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns
and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days.
Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new
or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: Aftermarket. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Bestway Equipment, Inc. Ships from and sold by
lawnparts4u. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register
a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request.
Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell
us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. My old Jubilee has run poorly for the two years I have owned it. Have done coil,
plugs, wires, points etc. Finally gave in and blamed the carburetor for my problems. After
reading reviews, I decided to purchase this one. It isn't the cheapest on amazon, but no
reviewers mentioned needing to ream out holes in order to get the carb to fit. I'm glad I did. The
carb bolted right up, and the tractor fired right up. Of course, I did adjust the mixture screws
once running and what not, but that is part-and-parcel with a new carb. Id say, with the tuning, I
had 30 minutes or less into this. Time will tell on the overall quality, but initial impressions are
Ordered this for a neighbor after getting his '53 NAA Jubilee running. I advised him to replace
the Marvel-Shebler carb but he insisted it was OK - despite obvious pounding with rocks and
hammers over the years! Installation was simple and I only had to set the idle. Went through all
the forums Always thought i had a coil or timing issue.. Carb arrived!! A few minor
adjustmants.. I actually think i adjusted it right how it was shipped!!! Just finished cutting 3
acres of hard core 4 foot grass!! Awesome tractor I am at agonz yahoo. Most Facebook people
in the tractor club would say bad choice. I went with this one because of the reviews and it
wasn't the cheapest. Install went fine and like many other reviews the float was easy off. I'll post

back when tractor is tested under load. One person found this helpful. I did not know which
specific model my old carb was. This made ordering a refurb kit impossible. For not that much
more, I got a brand new, adjusted system that just works. Much easier than the option I avoided.
Fit perfectly on my Ford Jubilee tractor and had everything needed to install. Just make sure
and attach the linkage correctly. It took me a moment before I figured out why pulling out the
choke knob revved up the engine Still a little soon to comment on the durability but appears to
be good quality. When I first installed this gasoline just poured out of the air inlet whether the
tractor was running or not. On inspection there was no adjusting tang for the double float
inside. I did the best I could but now the tractor only runs for a couple moments and then dies.
Perfect fit, however it runs rich and unable to adjust at this point. Tractor in shop now and will
see when work is done. If all goes well and simple fix, will adjust review. See all reviews. Pages
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